Join the BODEGA
the reading adventure central Minnesota is talking about
Lyricality invites you to open your classrooms for a few minutes to watch “Hopscotch,” from
Bodega by Su Hwang. No need for prep time. Join the Bodega has been prepared for you.
Just show the 2-minute (poem only), or the 4-minute (poem + poet’s explanation) YouTube
video, and if you have five or ten extra minutes, allow students to respond. Or simply let there
be one minute of silence after viewing, and then move on.
Bodega by Su Hwang is a moving coming-of-age story by an award-winning Minnesota poet,
and is Lyricality’s 2020 selection for “Read Poetry Central Minnesota,” a 4-counties, 1 book
reading program cosponsored by Great River Regional Libraries. “Hopscotch” was selected by
Sauk Rapids High School English teacher and published poet, Nicole Borg, who believes high
school and college students will appreciate and relate to this poem.
Minnesota is home to many award-winning poets, and Lyricality aims to foster the widespread
appreciation of our cultural resources by teaching“this mind-changing secret about
appreciating poetry: ‘It’s not about getting it…Poetry will give you endless ideas to think about,
confusions of emotions to explore, images of beauty and horror and everything in between to
contemplate and share. It will surprise, delight and inform about all the ways language can be
artfully arranged to viscerally express the impact of the world upon us. It will connect you to
nature and civilization, other people near and far, now or then, and to your own inner life. But it
will not give you answers” (Strange Terrain: A Poetry Handbook for the Reluctant Reader by
Alice B. Fogel).
To access the video “Hopscotch by Su Hwang,” go to Lyricality.org/read-poetry
After showing the video, if you wish, choose one of the following options, based on your
understanding of what would most likely work with your students. Please tell students there are
many ways to experience a poem, and none of them are wrong. Whatever anyone thinks or
feels is the right response.

• Ask: What feelings, thoughts, music or mystery did these words stir up in you? If your
•
•

•
•

students are not talkative, you might show the video again and allow that question to
accompany their second viewing.
Ask: How could this poem open our hearts and minds to what is happening in our lives
today?
Explain: Poets are passionate about words—they think words are fabulous company. Ask:
What are you passionate about doing or spending time with? Which seems more
important to you: to have the same passion as people you like, or to know that you each
have a passion of your own?
Ask: If you were going to dedicate a poem to an important friend or friends, what game or
activity would you use for the title?
See next page, for the print version of “Hopscotch” by Su Hwang.
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Hopscotch
for Heather, Dana & Natasha
We invented kingdoms in the alley that
summer—housing projects sandwiched
between a Baptist church & synagogue—
bricked monstrosities where witches &
hunchbacks surely lived. Daring each other
to climb imagined steeples, ring the bell,
we squealed in the boxed chase. Blindfolded
with glee, our fingers covered in chalk like
dried milk—we clapped above our heads in
unison. Clouds of pixie dust & daylight stars.
When your Mom brought an iced pitcher
sweating Kool-Aid (in cherry!!), we pretended
to be vampires—thick as thieves—crushed
flesh dripping down our chins as the setting
sun drained our powers—beatboxing
against the humidity. We laughed without
punch lines, holding our sugar-filled bellies,
lips wide—clown-stained. You called me
silly for wanting my hair braided in rows like
yours. No way, José, you echoed: shiny beads
won’t tame such slippery eels! We thought
ourselves Siamese: yellow & black, black &
yellow—a jolly, three-headed creature forever
conjoined—not knowing my parents would
flee to where it’d be impossible to revel with
sisters whose marvel wasn’t make-believe.
From Bodega by Su Hwang (Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 2019).
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